
GibCyber 2.0 - Cyber Security Show - 26th September 2018 – @ The University of Gibraltar
In association with the Royal Gibraltar Police

Cyber Security - AI - GDPR - Machine Learning - Blockchain - Social Media - Staff & Social engineering - Identity Theft - Fintech – Crypto Currency - Reputation  
Management - Human v Robot - Security Guru's Hack Demo's - Debate Panel Interactive Delegate App - Best in Class Speakers from around the Globe

GibCyber is back brighter for you and opens the gateway to the next level in cyber security. GibCyber 2.0 is proud to bring you the next installment in cyber know how  after the huge success of Gibraltar’s  
1st Cyber Security Summit this event aims to offer more colour, creativity and insights into cyber security and the online world, from face recognition robots to tracking the hacker.   Now we will take you    

to the next chapter in the journey of cyber, its security, the world online, our future and your protection that allows you to see, observe, prepare and have a real experience where you can write your own 
future.  The landscape of cyber changes by the minute causing frenzy, fear and fluster amongst the cyber online ‘tick tock’ that is Artificial Intelligence, GDPR and Cryptocurrency.

The forthcoming show is wrapped around Artificial intelligence, machine learning and how it is fast becoming the future of the internet of things. Time moves no faster than online and  
you deserve to enjoy being a success and not a victim of it, once you know how to protect. Protection and preparation is the heartbeat of your business which is why we invite you to be part of a  

knowledgeable experience.  We’ll not only bring you more colour with the best in class speakers, showcases, workshops, debates and demonstrations by cyber experts from across the globe, we’ll capture 
your imagination from the moment you step in. 

Visit us at www.gibcyber.com or for more information contact us at connect@mannersmedia.com
Where reasonably necessary we reserve the right to make changes to the Event Date, Location, Agenda and Speakers

In association with The Royal Gibraltar Police

Experience a plethora of cyber insights, advice and demonstrations from leading figures from across cyber security industry. New for GibCyber 2.0, break-out rooms & workshops catering for all 
levels of cyber knowledge from the novice to the super techies. Our speakers will adapt their presentations to the knowledge level of each group to make a rich experience for all.

Featuring Artificial Intelligence - GDPR - More Interaction - 'Break out Rooms' - Hack Demonstrations - Machine Learning - Blockchain - Best in Class Speakers - High ranking Law Enforcement -
Cyber Experts from across the Globe and of course you!

Click here for tickets – Tickets includes refreshments - Lunch - Networking After Drinks

.

The growing fever of artificial intelligence – deep learning machines in cyber security exist everywhere from personal assistants in the work place, call centres run solely by 
AI, your social media now replacing algorithms with AI, Hollywood movie trailers generated solely by AI in a few days, by disposing of many human Editors that would takes weeks and 

months to make. GDPR and artificial intelligence / machine learning can be a major competitive advantage for any business considering the vast amounts of data being generated. We’ll 
show you how and why in a venue of Learning, at the University of Gibraltar in a clever way, and how you can be top of the class that should leave a memorable mark.  

We can’t leave it at that. In an agenda full of fruit at the core of cyber we will peel away the layers for you to see, hear and be a part of. Watch how hackers and bitcoin 
behaviour is tracked. Hear the cyber celebs getting cosy with their secrets from Russia to those that risked it all and will raise your sweat levels on social engineering.  Our team will glide 

around on their hover boards to be at your disposal, to escort, connect and provide you with a service you deserve, from your VIP sessions in break out rooms, to your interactions, 
questions and experience. E...Joy the future of online.
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